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Abstract—Technical debt (TD) refers to the accumulation
of negative consequences resulting from sub-optimal solutions
during software development. A recent paper by Edbert et al.
studied the difference between security-related TD questions, and
security-related non-TD questions on Stack Overflow (SO).

One of the characteristics under investigation is the sentiment
expressed in these two categories as sentiment provides insight
into developers’ attitudes and emotions toward security-related
TD. To this end, Edbert et al. used a general-purpose, off-
the-shelf, sentiment analysis tool. However, previous research
has shown that general-purpose off-the-shelf sentiment tools are
potentially unreliable when applied to software engineering texts.
Therefore, we replicate the study by Edbert et al. using state-of-
the-art sentiment analysis tools purpose-built and fine-tuned on
SE data, to understand whether and how tool-choice influences
the obtained results. We consider both shallow (Senti4SD) and
deep learning (BERT4SentiSE) tools.

To further understand the differences between shallow and
deep-learning sentiment analysis tools, we perform a qualitative
analysis into the underlying reasons for tools disagreement.
We identify five categories of disagreements: misunderstanding
context, courtesy phrases, subjective sentiment, brevity, and
divergent examples.

Our results are relevant to academics, reiterating the relevance
of careful selection of tools used to perform sentiment analysis.
Furthermore, the results are relevant to users and developers of
sentiment analysis tools, as they inform tool selection dependent
on the application domain, and provide insight into optimization
of the pre-processing steps.

Finally, our study shows that retraining sentiment analysis
tools with identical data fails to resolve fundamental inconsis-
tencies between how certain types of language, such as courtesy
phrases, are classified.

Index Terms—Replication study, Sentiment Analysis, Security,
Technical debt, Stack Overflow

I. INTRODUCTION

Technical debt (TD) is a metaphor representing the accumu-
lated negative consequences resulting from choosing expedient
or sub-optimal solutions during software development [11].
TD can result in negative consequences such as increased com-
plexity, increased vulnerabilities, and reduced maintainability
[20].

To manage software security in the development life cycle
the concept of TD has been extended to the security domain,
thereby introducing the notion of security-related TD [28].
Security-related TD is TD that results in sub-optimal security

practices. These practices can weaken the security of a system
significantly and potentially result in exploitable vulnerabilities
[19], hence managing security TD is of the essence.

To obtain further insights into the challenges and needs
surrounding security-related TD Edbert et al. [14] have re-
cently studied security-related TD questions (STDQs) at Stack
Overflow (SO). SO is an extensive archive of SE knowledge,
offering information on specific technologies and correspond-
ing developer perspectives [3], and has been used to study TD
in the past [2, 16].

One of the aspects studied by Edbert et al. [14] was the
sentiment of STDQs on SO. Analyzing sentiment improves un-
derstanding of popularity and emotion toward security-related
TD questions [22]. The study by Edbert et al. found that
the sentiment expressed by security-related TD SO questions
is mostly neutral. Furthermore, the sentiment expressed in
STDQs is comparable to the sentiment expressed by security-
related non-TD SO questions.

To perform this analysis, Edbert et al. used the VADER
sentiment analysis tool from the NLTK package. However,
Lin et al. [21] have shown that off-the-shelf sentiment analysis
tools such as VADER perform poorly on SE data, and hence
Lin et al. discourage the usage of tools such as VADER within
a SE context. Furthermore, they recommend using sentiment
analysis tools that have been retrained on SE data when
conducting sentiment analysis within the SE domain.

Given the relevance of security-related TD and the potential
inaccuracies of off-the-shelf sentiment analysis tools, we have
opted to conduct an independent replication [9, 12, 32] of the
sentiment analysis study of Edbert et al. [14]. Specifically,
when replicating the study of Edbert et al. [14] we are
interested in finding whether replacing VADER with SE-
specific sentiment analysis tools such as Senti4SD [7] and
BERT4SentiSE [6] would affect the study conclusions. We
opt not to include state-of-the-art Large Language Models, as
they are currently infeasible to run on large data sets. Through
replication we answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: What sentiment is expressed in security-related
technical debt questions on Stack Overflow?

• RQ2: How does the sentiment contrast with the sentiment
of non-technical debt security-related questions on Stack
Overflow?



Building on our replication study we further reflect on sim-
ilarities and differences between shallow-learning and deep-
learning SE-specific sentiment analysis tools. While previous
research has investigated the difference in performance be-
tween such tools [33], the question arises in what context a
specific tool is most appropriate, and why. Hence, we conduct
a follow-up qualitative study to better understand why shallow
and deep-learning tools disagree, i.e., answer

• RQ3: What are the underlying reasons as to why
Senti4SD and BERT4SentiSE evaluate a SO question to
have a different sentiment?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II we discuss related literature, and in par-
ticular SE-specific sentiment analysis tools Senti4SD and
BERT4SentiSE. In Section III we discuss the methodology
employed for our analysis. This is followed by a presentation
of our findings in Section IV. Threats to validity are presented
in Section V. Section VI contains a discussion of presented
results, Section VII the implications of the research, and
Section VIII concludes.

II. RELATED WORK

Sentiment analysis tools have been extensively used to
analyze software engineering data. For example, Calefato et al.
[8] observed that successful SO questions typically employ a
neutral emotional tone. When considering the security domain
specifically, Pletea et al. [26] have previously conducted
research into the sentiment of security-related discussions
on GitHub. They found that these discussions compromise
approximately 10% of the total discussions on GitHub. The
sentiment of security-related discussions was more negative
than non-security-related discussions. While this work used
NLTK VADER, an off-the-self sentiment analysis tool, and
hence a priori its results might be inaccurate, they have been
confirmed by subsequent replication studies [24].

a) SE-specific sentiment analysis tools: Shallow-learning
tool Senti4SD was originally introduced by Calefato et al.
[7]. Senti4SD is a distributional semantic model (DSM) and
uses both lexicon and keyword-based features, as well as
word embeddings to obtain semantic features. Senti4SD was
originally trained on the gold standard SO data-set introduced
in that same paper. SentiCR is another shallow-learning tool
developed by Ahmed et al. [1]. SentiCR converts the input
text into a vector using a bag-of-words approach. Then for
classification, the Gradient Boosting Tree (GBT) algorithm is
applied to the vector.

Deep-learning tool BERT4SentiSE is a supervised deep-
learning tool originally introduced by Biswas et al. [6].
BERT4SentiSE is based on the BERT model developed at
Google [13]. The tool uses a language representation model
to effectively answer natural language processing tasks. Intro-
duced by Chen et al. [10], SentiMoji is a deep-learning tool
built atop DeepMoji [15]. DeepMoji has learned using Twitter
and Github data to classify sentiment by associating emojis

with text. Emojis representing the text are then transformed
into a vector, which in the final layer of SentiMoji is used to
classify sentiment polarity.

b) Tool benchmarking: Novielli et al. [23] have looked
at the performance of SE-specific sentiment analysis tools
and their accuracy in different settings. In particular, they
looked at lexical-based and supervised sentiment analysis
tools. Supervised models are trained on SE data such as SO
questions, GitHub discussions, or Jira issues. The performance
of supervised models is significantly better in a within-
platform setting, meaning the tools are better at evaluating
samples originating from the same platform as their training
set. Further work by Uddin et al. [33] confirmed these results
and added deep learning SE-specific sentiment analysis tools
to the comparison. In the within-platform setting for SO data
the deep learning tool BERT4SentiSE performs best on all
three of the evaluation metrics (precision 0.88, recall 0.88, F1
score 0.88). For shallow ML-based tools, Senti4SD performs
best (precision 0.85, recall 0.85, F1 score 0.85).

Zooming in on the misclassifications of the shallow-learning
tools Novielli et al. [25] identified seven categories of mis-
classifications. The most common category was polar facts,
phrases that evoke an emotion while the text remains neutral.
General errors are cases where the tool is unable to cope with
the context or misclassifies because of poor pre-processing.
Politeness, are instances where tools struggle to differentiate
between neutral and non-neutral sentiment. In implicit sen-
timent polarity, emotion is not expressed explicitly through
emotive words. Subjectivity in sentiment analysis, are cases
where the evaluation of sentiment is subjective. Lastly, the
inability to deal with pragmatics or context information, and
figurative language were the two least common categories.

c) Replications of SE-specific sentiment analysis studies:
Jongeling et al. [18] and Novielli et al. [24] have conducted
replication studies of sentiment in software engineering texts.
Jongeling et al. replicated two empirical SE studies that use
off-the-shelf sentiment analysis tools. In their replication study,
they used four off-the-shelf sentiment analysis tools. When
replicating the study by Pletea et al. [26] vastly different
data was obtained, yet Jongeling et al. were able to confirm
most of the conclusions of Pletea et al.. For the second
study Jongeling et al. replicated, the conclusions could not
be confirmed. Novielli et al. [24] also replicated the work of
Pletea et al. using 4 SE-specific sentiment analysis tools. The
original conclusions were again mostly valid despite the tools
obtaining dissimilar distributions of sentiment. For the second
work replicated by Novielli et al. the conclusions could not
be validated, for three SE-specific tools partially contradictory
conclusions were obtained.

III. METHODOLOGY

As befitting a replication study we follow the methodology
employed in the original work by Edbert et al. [14]. The
only differentiation from the original study is the selection
of sentiment analysis tools. We re-use the dataset from the



original work by Edbert et al. [14]. To classify the sentiment
of each question we follow the procedure used by Edbert et
al. [14] to preprocess the data, and we append the title to the
body for each SO question. Then we apply three sentiment
analysis tools to the resulting data set: VADER, the tool used
by Edbert et al., Senti4SD [7], and BERT4SentiSE [6]. To
answer RQ1 and RQ2, we perform statistical analysis of the
distributions of sentiment values reported by the tools, while
for RQ3, we perform thematic analysis of the disagreement
between the tools.

A. Data

Using the predefined list of SO tags identified by Yang
et al. [34], Edbert et al. [14] have collected SO questions
tagged with such security-related tags as “sql-injection” or
“websecurity”. Next, Edbert et al. used an ML classifier
to categorize the questions into technical debt, i.e., STDQ,
and non-technical debt, i.e., non-STDQ. The dataset contains
45,078 (38%) STDQs and 72,155 (62%) non-STDQs. We do
not replicate this classification process and consider the same
45,078 STDQs and 72,155 non-STDQs as in the original study
by Edbert et al.

B. Sentiment Analysis Tools

VADER represents the baseline against which we can com-
pare the other SE-specific sentiment analysis tools. VADER
outputs a decimal score between −1 (negative) and 1 (posi-
tive). We convert this decimal score to a ternary score using
the procedure outlined in VADER’s documentation1: A score
greater than or equal to 0.05 is mapped to “positive,” score
smaller than or equal to −0.05—to “negative,” and a score
between −0.05 and 0.05— to “neutral.”

We compare VADER with the best-performing shallow-
learning and the best-performing deep-learning tools on SO
data [33], namely Senti4SD [7] and BERT4SentiSE [6]. Since
Senti4SD is pre-trained using the gold standard SO sentiment
data set introduced by Calefato et al. [7] we use the default
hyperparameters for Senti4SD within our study. We have
retrained BERT4SentiSE using the same gold standard SO data
set. Both Senti4SD and BERT4SentiSE classify input text as
either “positive”, “negative” or “neutral.”

C. Analysis

To answer RQ1, we plot the proportion of SO questions
corresponding to each tool’s three polarity categories (neg-
ative, neutral, positive). To answer RQ2, we test whether
the sentiment distribution between STDQs and non-STDQs
differs using the Cochran-Armitage test. Under the assump-
tion that all three sentiment polarity classes can be ordered
(positive > neutral > negative). We use the traditional
significance threshold of 0.05 and to control for multiple
comparisons we correct the p-values using the Benjamini-
Hochberg procedure [4].

To answer RQ3 we perform a qualitative analysis of dis-
agreement between the tools. Inspired by grounded theory

1https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment

building [30] we follow an iterative approach. We sampled ran-
dom batches of 20 SO questions that were classified differently
by Senti4SD and BERT4SentiSE. For each question in the
batch, the sentiment is manually evaluated using the guidelines
provided by Calefato et al. [7] based on the framework of
Shaver et al. [31]. To ensure consistency between batches,
the same author evaluates each batch. Having manually es-
tablished the sentiment of the question, we next determine
the phrases that influenced the classifiers in their sentiment
evaluation and group the phrases into broader categories.
Batches are sampled until no new categories are obtained, i.e.,
saturation is reached.

D. Availability of Data

To encourage further replications of our study all study
material produced, such as input data, generated data, and code
has been made available in the replication package.2

IV. RESULTS

A. RQ1: What sentiments are expressed in security-related
technical debt questions on Stack Overflow?

Table I and the right column of Figure 1 summarize
the numbers of positive, neutral and negative security-
related STDQs as identified by VADER, Senti4SD, and
BERT4SentiSE. We note that VADER rates almost all SO
questions as non-neutral, and the majority as positive. Both
Senti4SD and BERT4SentiSE predominantly rate the ques-
tions with a neutral sentiment. This observation is aligned with
the observation of Raman et al. [27] that many terms such as
‘abort’ and ‘kill’ that have negative connotations in general
English, but are neutral in software engineering. The numbers
of questions Senti4SD and BERT4SentiSE label as negative
and positive are relatively similar.

The paper by Edbert et al. states that STDQs “typically have
a neutral sentiment” [14]. Table I invalidates this conclusion
when VADER is considered, the very same tool used by
Edbert et al. in the original study. The conclusion is, how-
ever, valid when considering SE-specific tools Senti4SD and
BERT4SentiSE. Since SE-specific tools have been repeatedly
shown to be a better proxy for human sentiment assessment,
we believe that the statement that STDQs “typically have a
neutral sentiment” has been confirmed.

RQ1

STDQs have a positive sentiment when VADER is used
for analysis contradicting the results of Edbert et al.;
SE-specific tools Senti4SD and BERT4SentiSE find that
STDQs are mostly neutral.

2https://tinyurl.com/4n86bnbb



TABLE I
SENTIMENT OF SECURITY-RELATED TD QUESTIONS ON SO

Tools Expressed sentiment

Positive Neutral Negative

VADER 33,904 1,517 9,657
Senti4SD 11,937 19,626 13,515
BERT4SentiSE 4,708 35,879 4,491

B. RQ2: How does the sentiment contrast with the sentiment
of non-technical debt security-related questions on Stack Over-
flow?

There are 72,149 non-STDQs, i.e., non-TD security-related
SO questions in the data set. The number of questions cor-
responding to each of the three polarity labels is displayed
in Table II and the left column of Figure 1. Similarly to
STDQs, we find that VADER rates the majority of questions
positive, and very few neutral. The distribution of sentiment
of Senti4SD and Bert4SentiSE for non-TD questions seems
to be very similar to the distribution of TD questions. Again
most questions are rated neutral.

TABLE II
SENTIMENT OF SECURITY-RELATED NON-TD QUESTIONS ON SO

Tools Expressed sentiment

Positive Neutral Negative

VADER 45,725 7,062 19,362
Senti4SD 18,379 31,911 21,859
BERT4SentiSE 7,808 58,785 5,556

To verify whether the distribution of sentiment is statisti-
cally different between TD questions and non-TD questions
we run the Cochran-Armitage statistical test. The resulting
statistic and p-values (rounded to 4 decimals) can be found
in Table III.

As outlined previously we use a significance level of
p < 0.05 in our statistical tests and we corrected the p-
values using the Benjamini-Hochberg [4] procedure to control
for multiple comparisons. For the Cochran-Armitage test, we
obtain p-values of less than 0.05 for all three tools. Hence we
can reject the null hypotheses, meaning the distributions of
sentiment for STDQs and non-STDQs are different.

Edbert et al. concluded that the sentiment in security-related
TD questions is comparable to the sentiment expressed in

TABLE III
STATISTICAL TEST ON DISTRIBUTION OF SENTIMENT BETWEEN STDQS
VS NON-STDQS. ZERO AS THE P-VALUE MEANS THAT THE P-VALUE IS

TOO SMALL TO BE COMPUTED EXACTLY.

Tools Cochran-Armitage

statistic p-value

VADER 2465 0
Senti4SD 14.81 0.0006
BERT4SentiSE 181.54 0

TABLE IV
MANUAL EVALUATION MISS-CLASSIFICATION FREQUENCY

Category Frequency

Misunderstanding Context 43
Courtesy Phrases 37
Subjective Sentiment 13
Brevity of text 7
Divergent examples 3

No category 32

security-related non-TD questions [14]. Overall, the shapes
of the distributions in the left column of Figure 1 are similar
to the shapes of the corresponding distributions in the right
column, providing some support to the conclusion by Edbert
et al. However, statistical analysis reveals that the distributions
of sentiment STDQs and non-STDQs are statistically different.

RQ2

We conclude that the distribution of sentiment for
STDQs and non-STDQs is different, contradicting the
conclusion by Edbert et al.

C. RQ3: What are the underlying reasons as to why Senti4SD
and BERT4SentiSE evaluate a SO question to have a different
sentiment.

We manually evaluated 6 batches of 120 security-related SO
questions at which point saturation was reached. We detected
the following five categories for causes of misclassification:
courtesy phrases, misunderstanding context, brevity, divergent
examples, and subjective sentiment.

Courtesy phrases are words and phrases that express polite-
ness but are not necessarily emotionally charged, e.g., “thanks”
or “help is appreciated”. Misunderstanding context refers to
language that should be considered neutral within the specific
communicative context but which might be misinterpreted as
negative or positive if the context is ignored. Brevity refers
to short text fragments (< 20 words) that are neutral but
result in at least one of the tools evaluating the fragment as
positive or negative. Divergent examples refer to examples
given by the author of the SO question that are inherently
confusing, these include code as well as emotive dummy text.
One such example is ”Here is a hint: ’GOOD’ ’LUCK’, it
’SOUNDS SIMPLE TO ME’”. Lastly, subjective sentiment
are fragments where the sentiment is not clear. These can be
cases where both overtly positive and negative sentiment is
expressed, or in general, when a reasonable argument for more
than 1 sentiment label can be made. Any SO question can be
assigned zero or more of these categories.

During the manual evaluation of 120 SO questions, we
found 43 cases where misunderstanding context occurred,
37 cases using courtesy phrases, 13 cases with subjective
sentiment, 7 cases where brevity of text was relevant, and 3



cases where divergent examples played a role. See Table IV
for the results. For 32 questions (27%) we could not determine
any category accurately explaining the miss-classification.
An example of such an inexplicable question would be the
following:

Find out map path from user account to Security
group[Win server 2012].
I have system account which is part of a security
group. the account is added to SG indirectly. How
can i find the map path between the user account
and Security group

This fragment clearly expresses a neutral sentiment,
nonetheless, Senti4SD assigned a positive polarity to this frag-
ment. None of the hypotheses that could potentially explain the
positive evaluation in this case were consistent with the other
fragments we analyzed, and hence we leave these inexplicable
questions uncategorized.

Courtesy phrases seem to have a noticeable effect on
BERT4SentiSE. In total, there are 37 questions in which cour-
tesy phrases occur. BERT4SentiSE rates 16 of these questions
with a positive sentiment. In total, BERT4SentiSE only rates
a total of 17 questions as positive, hence the vast majority of
positively rated questions by BERT4SentiSE contain courtesy
phrases. Questions containing courtesy phrases are often rated
as positive by BERT4SentiSE despite being neutral (10 such
cases in our manually annotated sample), hence courtesy
phrases result in many false positives for BERT4SentiSE.
BERT4SentiSE only rates a question with courtesy phrases
as negative if there is some other overtly negative expression
in the question which is why these classifications tend to be
accurate. Meanwhile, Senti4SD does not seem to be affected
by courtesy phrases, out of the 37 questions containing cour-
tesy phrases Senti4SD only classifies 12 as positive, and 17
as negative. Therefore it seems that Senti4SD ignores courtesy
phrases in its polarity assessment while BERT4SentiSE tends
to use it as an indication of positive polarity. Questions con-
taining courtesy phrases often result in opposite classifications
by Senti4SD and BERT4SentiSE, here, opposite classifications
occur when one classifier rates the fragment as positive, and
the other as negative. Out of the 13 questions with opposite
classifications, 11 contain courtesy phrases.

Deep-learning tools are expected to outperform shallow-
learning tools when understanding of context is important in
classifying a fragment. In total there are 43 SO questions in
our analysis for which misunderstanding of context leads to
misclassifications. BERT4SentiSE correctly classifies 35 out
of 43 such cases. While Senti4SD correctly classifies only 5
out of 43 cases. This seems to confirm our hypothesis that
deep-learning tools are better at understanding context.

Brief SO questions (< 20 words) do not seem to af-
fect BERT4SentiSE, for all 7 instances in our data-set
BERT4SentiSE correctly labels them as neutral. Senti4SD
rates all 7 of these instances as either positive or negative,
hence Senti4SD incorrectly classifies all SO questions of
short length. A potential reason for this is that Senti4SD
detects some word or phrase with a slight polarity, since the

text fragment is short this polarity dominates the sentiment
calculation, causing the fragment to be rated incorrectly.

The sample contains 3 SO questions in which the exam-
ples used confuse the tools. Code examples that were not
contained in an HTML or markdown element have not been
removed during pre-processing. These cases seem to confuse
both classifiers. Examples that contain words with emotional
polarity confuse BERT4SentiSE, however, the sample size is
insufficiently small to verify the effects precisely.

There are 13 instances where confusion arose during the
manual labeling of sentiment. For 3 of these cases, the tools
assigned opposite sentiment classifications.

RQ3

We found five different causes for missclassifica-
tions between BERT4SentiSE and Senti4SD. Notably,
BERT4SentiSE is more likely to classify text containing
courtesy phrases as positive and is more accurate
when the expression of sentiment is context-dependent.
Meanwhile, Senti4SD incorrectly classifies short text
as non-neutral.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Our replication study adheres closely to the methodology
of the original work; consequently, several threats to validity
that are pertinent to the original study are also applicable to
this replication.

Construct validity refers to the degree to which a mea-
surement or test accurately assesses the concept it intends to
measure. Similar to the original work by Edbert et al. the data
set of SO questions was filtered using the keywords associated
with an SO question. This could lead to inconsistencies as
the keywords are assigned by the author of the SO question.
The original paper’s authors manually checked a statistically
significant sample and determined that in 97% of cases, the
questions were indeed security-related. Our study uses the
same data set, and thus, this is also applicable to our study.
Manual verification reduces the threat to validity; however,
a potential threat persists due to the subjectivity of manual
evaluation. Furthermore, during filtering, only the 9 keywords
as identified by Yang et al. [34] were used. Security questions
not using these keywords could have been missed, resulting
in a potential threat to validity.

The qualitative analysis in our study used a manual eval-
uation of SO questions. Emotion perception, which includes
sentiment evaluation, is subjective to the person conducting the
evaluation [29]. The manual evaluation used in the qualitative
analysis was conducted by a single author, thereby potentially
introducing subjectivity into the assessment. To mitigate this
threat, we excluded difficult cases from our analysis by not
assigning any sentiment to them in our manual labeling.
Secondly, in line with recommendations [23] we used the
emotion classification framework of Shaver et al. [31].



Internal validity is the extent to which a study accurately
measures the impact of the independent variable. The classifier
determining whether SO questions are TD or non-TD forms
a threat to the study’s internal validity. The classifier had an
F1 score of 0.75 in the original work, which is sub-optimal as
the data set may contain false positives and false negatives.

The completeness and accuracy of the misclassification
categories identified in our qualitative analysis can not be
verified, as they are exploratory. Some of the categories do
conform with a previous qualitative analysis that compared
misclassifications of several shallow-learning tools [25], indi-
cating our results are not completely unfounded.

External validity is the extent to which a study can be
generalized outside the study setting. Similar to the original
study, we restrict our analysis to SO data; generalizing our
conclusions to security-related TD in general is not necessarily
valid. By making the materials used in this study publicly
available, we encourage evaluation of its external validity.

Furthermore, we aim to generalize our qualitative analysis to
shallow and deep-learning tools in general. This generalization
is not necessarily valid, as the shallow-learning and deep-
learning tools not evaluated in our study use different training
data and use comparable but different classification techniques.

Conclusion validity is the extent to which the inferences
and conclusions that are drawn are warranted. In the original
study by Edbert et al., conclusions are rather vague, using
terms such as comparable to describe how the distribution
of sentiment among STDQs and non-STDQs differ. In our
replication study, we precisely define and verify hypotheses
using appropriate statistical tests, thereby reducing the threat
to conclusion validity. Additionally, we minimize the false
discovery rate by controlling for multiple comparisons.

VI. DISCUSSION

It is important to note that when replicating the original
study, with the same tool, using the same data, we do not
conform the conclusion of Edbert et al. [14] that STDQs
are mostly neutral. Meanwhile, when we use SE-specific
sentiment analysis tools, we do find that STDQs are mostly
neutral. This results in a curious situation, where the original
study’s data does not support the drawn conclusion, yet the
data derived using an independent replication does confirm
their conclusion.

The original paper also claims that the sentiment in STDQs
and non-STDQs are comparable. Using statistical tests, we
find that this conclusion can not be validated for sentiment
derived using VADER, Senti4SD, or BERT4SentiSE. This
shows the importance of using hypothesis tests, as opposed
to merely relying on visual confirmation. Furthermore, this
suggests that developers experience dealing with security-
related TD differently from dealing with security-related non-
TD. This discrepancy could be caused by factors such as lack
of understanding, usefulness in obtaining short-term benefit,
and frustration [5, 20].

Previous replication studies in sentiment analysis for soft-
ware engineering have sought to verify claims about a singular
polarity label when investigating the effect of SE-specific
sentiment analysis tools on conclusion validity [18, 24]. In
other words, the replications studied the validity of con-
clusions claiming that a certain data group is more nega-
tive/positive/neutral than a different group. In this work, we
verified a similar claim: STDQs are mostly neutral. However,
we also observed that the polarity distribution differs between
BERT4SentiSE and Senti4SD. Hence, conclusions that make
a claim about a singular polarity label are weaker than conclu-
sions about the general distribution of polarity between groups.
In contrast to previous replication studies, we also verified
a stronger claim: Specifically about the general distribution
of sentiment between STDQs and non-STDQs. We found
that sentiment polarity distributes differently across these two
categories. The original work by Edbert et al. [14] claimed the
distributions are comparable, further highlighting that claims
about a specific polarity label tend to be easier to validate than
claims about the general distribution.

Further inspection of disagreements between Senti4SD and
BERT4SentiSE indicates that misunderstanding context, cour-
tesy phrases, and subjective sentiment each influence misclas-
sification. These findings seem to correspond with previous
research analyzing the misclassifications of shallow-learning
tools [25]. Misunderstanding context seems to occur frequently
in our study. Deep-learning tools such as BERT4SentiSE use
a language representation model to process natural language
effectively [6]. This method seems to result in a better under-
standing of contextual semantics than shallow-learning tools,
such as Senti4SD, which derive their contextual understanding
from training data. Furthermore, despite both Senti4SD and
BERT4SentiSE having been retrained using the same gold
standard SO data set, they evaluate courtesy phrases very
differently. Hence, we conclude that merely using the same
data set is insufficient for tool consistency. Therefore, when se-
lecting tools these discrepancies should be taken into account
to ensure that the chosen tool reflects the desired interpretation
of sentiment. Furthermore, this seems to imply that deliberate
strategies are necessary to deal with of inconsistencies among
tools.

VII. IMPLICATIONS

Below, we summarize the implications of our research for
researchers, practitioners, and developers of sentiment analysis
tools.

For researchers. We have seen that deep-learning tools such
as BERT4SentiSE are better at determining sentiment in situ-
ations where context is highly relevant. Future research could
investigate whether incorporating more contextually diverse
training data for shallow learning tools such as Senti4SD sig-
nificantly improves the ability to differentiate neutral contexts.
Furthermore, the suitability of BERT4SentiSE for situations
where context is relevant should be used to inform tool choice.
Additionally, the different handling of courtesy phrases by



both BERT4SentiSE and Senti4SD could also be a factor in
picking one tool over the other.

We believe that future work should investigate the cause
of the discrepancy in sentiment polarity between STDQs and
non-STDQs; this information could help managers and/or
educators in taking recourse to avoid unnecessary negative
sentiment that adversely affects developers in operating [17].

For developers of sentiment analysis tools. As sentiment
analysis tools are inconsistent in their evaluation of courtesy
phrases developers of sentiment analysis tools should take
extra care to ensure the polarity of courtesy phrases conforms
to their understanding of courtesy phrases polarity. Especially
because we have seen that retraining tools on the same data
set does not immediately result in consistency between tools.
Therefore, strategies must be developed to address these incon-
sistencies explicitly, as retraining is unsatisfactory. Developers
could also aid accurate tool usage by explicitly stating how
their tool deals with courtesy phrases and whether they are
considered neutral or non-neutral.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this replication study, we investigated the sentiment of
STDQs, and how their sentiment contrasts with that of non-
STDQs on SO using SE-specific sentiment analysis tools. We
validated the claim of the original study by Edbert et al. [14]
that STDQs are mostly neutral. Furthermore, we investigated
the sentiment expressed in STDQs and non-STDQs. We found
that their distribution is different, contradicting the assertion
in the original work that the sentiment of TD and non-TD
security-related SO questions are comparable.

Novel insights were obtained when we further investigated
why state-of-the-art shallow and deep-learning SE-specific
sentiment analysis tools classify SO questions differently. We
found that the deep-learning tool BERT4SentiSE is better at
understanding neutral contextual semantics. Furthermore, we
found that shallow-learning and deep-learning tools that have
been trained on the same data evaluate courtesy phrases fun-
damentally different, resulting in inconsistent classifications
between tools. We therefore recommend careful analysis of
the application-domain before tool selection.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of sentiment. The left column shows the distribution of sentiment on non-TD questions, the right column shows the distribution of sentiment
on TD questions. The top row shows sentiment by VADER, the middle row sentiment by Senti4SD, and the bottom row sentiment by BERT4SentiSE.


